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Let A be an injective map from a locally convex Hausdorff topological 
vector space X to its dual X*, D(A) the domain of A. We shall denote below 
with (o*, V) = (v, o*) the pairing between v E X and V* E X*. 
Letf:X-t (--co, +a] b e a lower semicontinuous convex function, not 
identically + co, and let us consider the following variational inequality 
(9 u E D(A): (Au, v - u) >, f(u) -f(v) for all v E x. 
Many variational problems with unilateral constraints for partial differential 
operators can be formulated as a variational inequality. We only refer here 
to the initial papers Stampacchia [20], Lions and Stampacchia [lo, 111 to 
Lions [9], where an extensive bibliography on the subject can be found, and 
to the forthcoming book of Duvaut and Lions [SJ. 
The object of this note is to show that a dual formulation of these problems 
is always possible. We shall indeed associate to (i) a dual inequality involving 
the inverse A-l of A and the Fenchel conjugate f * off, that is, the 1.s.c. 
convex function f * defined on X* by 
f*(V*) = sup{(V*,v) -f(v): w E X}, v* E x*; 
see Fenchel[6], Brendsted [2], Moreau [13]. 
1. To gain in formal symmetry in the formulas below it is somewhat con- 
venient to introduce the map 
A’ = -A-l-: v* + -A-1(-v*) 
from X* to X, with domain D(A’) = -range(A). If A is linear, then clearly 
A’ = A-1. 
2. The dual variutionaE inequality associated with (i) can be written as 
follows 
(ii) u* E D(A’): (A’u*, v* - u*) >f*(u*) -f*(v*) for all v* E X*. 
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We have the following theorem 
THEOREM 1. A vector u of X is a solution of (i) if and only if the vector 
u* = -Au of X* is a solution qf (ii). Moreover, (i) and (ii) hold if and only if 
u* = -Au, or u = - A’u *, and the following identity is satisfied 
(iii) f(u) +f *cu*> = (u*, 4. 
Proof. As it was first noted in Lescarret [8] (see also Rockafellar [19]), 
inequality (i) can be equivalently written in terms of the subdifferential 
af off (see Moreau [ 14, IS] as 
u E D(A): -Au E af (u). (1) 
Let us identify the space X with its canonical image into the bidual X** and 
let us consider the map a, f *: X* -+ 2* given by 
aof*cV*) = af*(g f7 x for all v* E X*, 
where af *: X* -+ 2x** is the subdifferential off *. Then, as it is well known 
(see, for instance, Moreau [17, Section 10.6]), L&f * is the “inverse” of the 
multivalued map af: X + 2x*, in the sense that if u E X and u* E X*, then 
u* E af (u) if and only if u E i&f *(u*). (2) 
By applying this to (i), we find that a vector u of X is a solution of(i) if and 
only if 
u E a,f “(-Au). (3) 
If we put u* = -Au, then u = A-l(-u*) = --A/u*, hence (3) becomes 
u* E D(A’): -A’u E a,f *(u*), (4) 
which is the same as (ii) by the definition of a,f *. 
Finally, the proof of the equivalence of (i) and (ii) with the identity (iii) 
for u and u* as above, can be given by writing (i) and (ii) as (1) and (4), 
respectively, and using the characterization of each one of the relations in (2) 
by means of the identity (iii), see again Moreau [17]. Q.E.D. 
3. Let K be a nonempty closed convex subset of X and 6, the indicator 
function of K, that is, 
S,(v) = 0 if VCK, M”) = +a if vE X - K. 
6, is a 1.s.c. convex function on X and its conjugate is the support function uK 
of K, 
ux(v*) = sup{(vu*, v): v E K), v* E x*. 
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Iff = 6, , then inequality (i) reduces to 
(9 u E D(A) n K: (AU, u - U) 3 0 JOY all v E K, 
while (ii) now is 
(jj) u* E D(A’): (A/u*, v* - u*) 3 uJu*) - u&v*) for aZ2 v* E X*. 
It follows therefore from Theorem 1 that 
COROLLARY 1. A vector u is a solution of (j) ; f  and only ;f u* = -Au is a 
solution of (jj). M oreover, (j) and (jj) hoZd if and only if u* = -Au, or 
u = --A/u*, and 
(ji> u E D(A) n K: U&U*) = (u*, u). 
4. Now let H be a nonempty closed convex cone in X, with vertex at the 
origin, and v,, a given vector of X. If K = va + H, where 
~,+H={~EX:~=~~++,WEH}, 
then the support function a, of K is given by 
u&J*) = (v*, 74)) if v*EH*, uK(v*) = +co if v* 4 H*, 
where 
H* = {v* E X*: (v*, v) < 0, Vv E H} 
is the polar cone of H. 
For K as above, the inequality (j) is 
(1) uEB(A)n(vO+H):(Au,v-u) 20 for all v E va + H, 
while the dual inequality now is 
(11) U* E D(A’) n H*: (A’u* + v,, , V* - u*) 2 0 for all v* E H*. 
Therefore we have 
COROLLARY 2. A vector u is a solution of (1) if and only if u* = -Au 
is a solution of (11). Inequalities (1) and (11) hold if and only if u* = --Au, i.e., 
u = -A’u*, and 
(111) u E D(A) n (v. + H), u* E H*, (u*, u - q,) = 0. 
5. The assumption that the map A be injective can be removed provided 
we allow multivalued mappings in our picture. Let us notice in this respect 
that variational inequalities for multivalued maps have been studied in 
Browder [I] and Rockafellar [19]. 
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If A is a map from X into 2x*, we define the map A’: X* -+ 2x by 
A’v” = {v E X: -v* E A(--a)}, v* E x*. 
The variational inequality for this map A and the function f as above, can 
be written as 
(4 u* E -Au: -(u*, v  - II) > f (u) -f(v) 
and the dual inequality as 
for all 2’ E X, 
(mm) u E -A’u*: -(u, v* - u*) >f*(u*) -f *(v*) for all o* E X*. 
An analog of Theorem 1 holds, which affirms the equivalence of (m) with 
(mm) and the equivalence of both of them with the identity (iii) for u and u* 
as above. 
Remark I. If the space X is reflexive, there is a complete symmetry 
between inequality (i) and its dual (ii). In fact, as it is well known 
[17, Section 61, then f** =f; moreover, A” = A. Therefore, the dual 
inequality of (ii) is in turn inequality (i) itself. 
Remark 2. When A is the subdifferential of a I.s.c. convex functiong on X, 
then Theorem 1 is closely related to Fenchel’s duality theorem, Fenchel [6], 
Moreau [15], Rockafellar [18]. A typical example of this kind of duality is 
present in the classical potential theory, where the capacity of a set can be 
defined both in terms of the Dirichlet integral and the energy integral, which 
are conjugate one of each other over an appropriate Sobolev space. In the 
more general form of the theorem of this note, this dual characterization is 
preserved for the capacities relative to nonsymmetric second order elliptic 
partial differential operators as studied in Stampacchia [20,21]. We refer to 
Matzeu [12] for more details on this point. 
Remark 3. If we take X to be a Hilbert space, identified with its dual X*, 
and A the map I - a: v -+ v - x of X into itself, x E X-hence A = 8g 
with g(v) = l/2/1 v - alI2 and A’ = A-then Theorem 1 yields the dual 
characterization of the proximity mappings of Moreau [16]. 
Remark 4. System (111) where u = -A’u*, can be viewed as an infinite- 
dimensional analog of the so-called complementarity systems that occur, for 
example, in convex programming and game theory, see Cot&-Dantzig [3], 
Cottle [4]. In fact, when X N X* -N lP and -29 is the nonnegative orthant 
{v = (vi): vi > 0 Vi} of BP, then system (Ill) reduces to 
u* > 0, v > 0, (u*, v) = 0, v  = A’u” + v,, , 
which is a complementarity system in the sense of the references quoted above. 
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Remark 5. The explicit consideration of the dual variational inequality 
can be useful in dealing with problems of regularity, stability or numerical 
approximation of solutions. For some applications along these lines see 
Fusciardi et al. [7]. 
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